Deadmans Bluff Novel Swain James
printed from crimespreemag 1 reviewing. it’s not ... - from james swain come the two p.b.o.s deadman’s
poker and dead man’s bluff. swain’s tony valentine series is one of my favs and i followed him with an eager
heart to paperback and vegas. bastard. okay so the story’s great. gerry valentine visits a dying friend and is an
almost witness to his murder. the advanced fiction writing e-zine - 1) welcome to the advanced fiction
writing e-zine!! those of you who have joined in the past month (more than ! 300 of you have joined since the
last issue), welcome! storyworld - baby katie media - in both books, the reader is sucked into a complex
storyworld that feels utterly different than our own world, and yet strangely familiar. storyworld is immensely
important in writing a novel. this is especially true in the fantasy genre, but it's also true for historical fiction,
westerns, and science fiction.
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